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 Exemplary 

4 

Proficient 

3 

Progressing 

2 

Not Yet 

1 

Format Follows style book— 

no errors 

Not less than 5 or more 

than 7 typed pages 
 

Follows style book— 

no errors  

Not less than 4 or more 

than 6 typed pages 

Follows style book with 

minor errors 

Too short or too long 

Does not follow 

style book 

Bare beginning 

Organization 

 

 

Intro paragraph: 

  -begins broadly on topic 

  -ends with clear thesis 

  -creative, engaging 

 

Body paragraphs: 

  -clear topic sentences 

  -logical paragraphing 

  -insightful development 

  -easy to follow, inviting 

 

Conclusion: 

  -solidifies thesis 

  -summarizes key points  

     without listing 

  -no new information 

  -ending complements  

     intro paragraph 

Intro paragraph:  
  -begins broadly on topic 

  -ends with thesis 

 

 

Body paragraphs: 

  -obvious topic sentences 

  -evident paragraphing 

  -logical development 

  -flows smoothly 

 

Conclusion: 

  -reaffirms thesis 

  -summarizes key points 

  -no new information 

  -ends broadly 

 

Intro paragraph:  
  -begins with thesis or 

thesis is unclear 
 

 

Body paragraphs: 

  -topic sentences unclear 

  - paragraphing illogical 

  - thought process is hard 

       to follow 

 

Conclusion: 

  -no thesis 

  -no summary  

  -new information 

  -ineffective ending 

 

Organization is  

not evident or 

needs more work; 

 

More work is 

needed in the 

following area(s): 

  -intro paragraph 

  -thesis 

  -topic sentences 

  -conclusion 

.  

Content 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thesis is clear; support 

is substantial; 

Point of view is 

consistent;  

Plagiarism is avoided by 

correctly using relevant, 

reliable sources in 

citations; 

Works Cited page 

correctly follows Writing 

with Style;  

Transitions effectively 

link ideas and 

paragraphs;  

Vocabulary is precise 

and mature;  

A variety of sentence 

structures are included. 

Thesis is clear;  

support is adequate; 

Point of view is 

consistent;  

Plagiarism is avoided by 

correct use of  sources in 

citations,  

Works Cited page 

follows Writing with 

Style with minimal 

errors; 

Transitions link ideas 

and paragraphs;  

Vocabulary is 

appropriate but may lack 

maturity or precision;   

A variety of sentence 

structures are included. 

Weak support for and/or 

development of topic; 

 

Need for revision in one or 

more of the following areas: 

  -support of thesis 

  -choice of sources 

  -avoids plagiarizing 

  -citations  

   -Works Cited page 

  -word choice 

  -sentence variety 

   -transitions 

Support and/or 

development of 

topic is lacking   
 

More work is 

needed to meet the 

requirements of the 

assignment 

Grammar, 

Mechanics, 

Spelling, and 

Punctuation 
 

Strong command of 

grammar, spelling, 

mechanics, and 

punctuation, with few or 

no errors  

Some errors are evident 

but are minor.  

Surface and/or mechanical 

errors detract from meaning 

or readability. 

Many errors affect 

the ability of the 

reader to 

understand the 

meaning. 

  

 

 


